Sub: Updation of Online Entry of Enrolment of Classes III to XII for SA-I/ First Term Exam for Academic Session 2016-2017

It has come to the notice of the Examination Branch that many schools have made wrong online entries of either the enrollment of students or the subjects opted by them and some schools have filled Zero enrollment in all the classes.

In this regard, date of admission for all the classes has also been extended by the School Branch vide its Circular No- DE.23(363)/ Sch. Br./2016/1362 dated 16/08/2016.

Therefore, all the Heads of Government/ participating Govt. Aided Schools are directed to update the enrolment of students as on 23/08/2016 online for all the purpose of examinations by 24/08/2016 at 03:00 p.m. positively to avoid penalty. The link for the same is available in Student Module on Del E.

The enrolment should be as per record and no request for corrections/rectifications/change in figure(s) will be entertained subsequently.

VISHWAS GROUP ENROLMENT OF STUDENTS is not to be submitted online.

(DR. SUNITA S. KAUSHIK)
Addl. DE (EXAM)

All Heads of Government/ participating Govt. Aided Schools through DEL E
Copy to:
1. PS to Secretary (Education) for information.
2. PS to Director (Education).
3. All RDEs/DDEs(District & Zonal) through MIS for necessary action.
4. ADE (IT) to get it placed on Del. E
5. Guard File

(SAVITA DRALL)
DDE (EXAM)